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Jobs and Teeth by Jude Vachon
I.

Tell me what’s true about me like I have been brushing and flossing but are my
teeth in trouble anyway? I always thought I had so much to contribute when I
started jobs. They just wanted me to shut up in the end. I cannot keep my mouth
shut. I have a fairly strong gag reflex. I am highly uncomfortable having less
power, and now the boss is usually younger. I call in sick. My dog doesn’t brush his
teeth and some people brush their dog’s teeth but I think that might be anthropomorphizing and the animals generally do it all better. Their work seems less stupid.
II.

How are jobs like and unlike teeth? Sometimes they have to come out, they’re
rotten. I actually just can’t go in anymore and then pretty much don’t. It’s not like
there wasn’t any struggle or signs, but I can’t wait until I have “something else lined
up” or make sure I “leave on good terms.” I mean if you treat me like shit I do take
it some but eventually lose all motivation and decorum. Decorum sounds like dick
cum but that’s not what it means. Bridges are a dental thing and there is burning
bridges, leaving offended people behind. You get a stain on teeth and jobs both,
if you’re me. I drink a lot of coffee, particularly if I hate my job. I had a period
accident on a pink office chair once. It was a cubicle job that I did fueled also by
Diet Coke and breaks on the toilet with my head on my arms and that blood was
a victory, if unplanned. Teeth fall out, do jobs fall out? Coworkers have a falling
out but then they still work together awkward but maybe they get along again
that’s happened to me. What I’ve learned is that the boss always wins in a falling
out even if they’re wrong except in Nordic countries at least according to Netflix.
I think the U.S. is more like Japan in terms of having to kiss boss ass. I alternate
kissing ass with being rageful. Not with the good ones but they’re very rare. Everyone in my workplaces has done such weird monkey dances around bosses. Do
teeth do monkey dances? Do monkeys even dance? Okay, just—do teeth dance?
I don’t think that mine do, but I realized years ago that I thought of my teeth as a
keyboard and would play songs that I was listening to on them. Making up what
the notes would be. I can read music but I don’t know what notes I’m hearing.
Lower notes back where the molars are, notes get higher towards the front. I got
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a glimpse into my vast weirdness then. I didn’t even know I was doing that, I don’t
know how long I didn’t know. Dirty, teeth get dirty. Of course jobs do. I got fired
from one job because we were trying to unionize. I saw my bosses that fired me
—a couple—when my boyfriend and I were in a rowboat on the river. They rowed
past. I can’t believe I didn’t slap the water with my paddle and soak them. I used to
be more deflated. Now I explode more, which I think I should see as an improvement. Teeth and jobs both help you to eat. I am finally a regular flosser and I’m
now self-employed and happy. Something about getting the gunk out. Preserving
my teeth and my sanity. I’m a regular flosser because I found this flossing tool that
looks like a toothbrush and you change the heads. I don’t floss on the weekends,
I’m wild. I hope to keep both my teeth and this bossless life.
§
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Sanctuary Dogs by Jill LaBrack
Day One.
The plane is descending like a kamikaze ride when we catch a break. The nose
steadies and lifts. The man next to me slows his crying. When the wheels meet
the landing strip, the cabin fills with applause, a thunderous heavy metal chorus
signaling relief. De-boarding feels anticlimactic somehow but the seatbelt light is
off. I walk forward a few rows to where my sister sits.
“We’re alive,” I say.
“I’m not surprised.” She is slurring her words. “I always pray before flying. I know by
now when my prayers won’t be answered.”
My tearful neighbor squeezes past and mutters, “God likes a little gratefulness.”
“It’s best for everyone if you keep moving,” I advise him. He scurries up the aisle
and I follow.
“I know you’re taking his side!” my sister calls out.
“I’ll meet you in baggage claim.” I’m hoping that by the time she finds it, she will
have lost her resolve to argue. She gets to the area thirty minutes later.
“Where’s your friend?” she asks.
“Ha,” I say and leave it at that. She does, too, and so we start our trip without a
fight.
Day Two.
My sister wakes and announces a migraine. I find two ibuprofens in my bag and
try to give them to her.
“Homeopathic only,” she says.
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“Fine,” I say. I swallow the pills.
“I can’t pack right now.” She closes her eyes.
The stay in Phoenix is only overnight before we head to Santa Fe but it looks like
we’re moving in. My sister’s bed is a panoply of self-help books semi-disguised by
three days’ worth of clothes. Mine is rough with twentieth-century novels, a Sony
Discman, and a dozen indie rock CDs. We’ve been in the room for nine hours,
seven of those spent sleeping. I don’t believe my sister has a full-blown migraine
but I pack for her anyway, unconcerned with the noise I’m making. She gets up
and vomits, then returns to bed and the fetal position. I remind her we’re checking
out. She ignores me so I leave her be for an hour, raiding the continental breakfast
in a gluttonous, frustrated way.
When I return to the room, she’s not there. I find her in the back seat of the rental
car.
“I feel better,” she says, “but I’m still going to sleep.”
I find a cool bluegrass radio station for the drive. My sister occasionally asks me to
turn the volume down until all I can hear is rubber smoothly gliding over asphalt
and the wind that pulls the car from side to side.
Day Three.
We head to San Miguel Chapel. The sun, even when hiding behind clouds,
is powerful. The parking lot is empty. My sister stands by the car and shuffles
through her enormous purse. After a minute of watching her with less and less certainty that there is a goal to her hunt, I cross the lot and enter the adobe building.
My sister eventually joins me, no indication of what may have been dredged out of
her bag.
“Whoa. Feel those angels?” she says.
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Wondering if she’s still drunk from the night before, I ask, “What time did you get in?”
“Early enough to be with you now.”
Parting ways hadn’t been the plan the night before, but then I found a Dyke Night
listed in the local newspaper and left my sister to her own devices, faulty as they’ve
been lately. When I returned and was falling into a vertiginous sleep in the otherwise empty room, the notion of being my sister’s keeper these final days before her
stay slipped away. And so I drifted.
We weave through the church solemnly. The sun’s illumination through the
windows is muted but our footsteps echo and the sound of decades-old creaking
wood pings off the walls. It sounds like fireworks, or a shootout off in the distance.
My sister might say it’s arriving to us from the future. As we leave, a glint catches
my eye. Her one-month sobriety token, earned years ago, sits atop her signature
in the guest book.
Day Four.
My sister stomps out before sunrise. I pretend to sleep for a few minutes in case
she quickly returns. Then, sure she’s away, I open Great Expectations and read in
bed. Two hours later, she’s back.
“I want to go to that Parisian-looking cafe,” she says.
At the restaurant, we sit at an outside table. “Let’s stay here awhile,” she says, not
looking up from the menu.
“Santa Fe? Or this restaurant?”
She doesn’t answer. I finally say, “Okay,” willing to agree to either in the moment.
The waitress arrives. My sister orders oatmeal and asks about distilled water. I
order an American cheese omelet, fries, a fruit cup, and a side salad. “Coffee is
important,” I say.
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When the waitress returns with my coffee and tap water for my sister, she drops a
bread basket on the table. Tucked inside of it is a ramekin of yellow, pockmarked
balls. My sister pokes one.
“That’s butter.”
“Butter balls,” I say. Garnering a laugh from her, I ask, “Where’d you go this
morning?”
Her snickering cuts off. “I started to drive home.”
I hesitate. “Are you kidding?”
“Why not? I could pray the entire time about my affliction. That might work just as
well as stuffing me in a place with weird, loser strangers for a month.”
“You need a support network.”
“Everything I need is inside of me.”
“Then why’d we fly all the way out here?”
“I always wanted to visit the desert.”
Any argument is blown out of me. I pick up my coffee. As I sip it, the din of conversation from surrounding tables swells into a symphony: the scraping of utensils
against plates the strings; water poured into glasses the percussion; the silence at
our table the unappreciated rests.
Day Five.
I wake wishing for more time. In twenty-four hours, my sister enters a twenty-eightday rehabilitation facility in the middle of nowhere she knows and I return home
because I’ve never run over a foot while backing out of a bar parking lot.
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I’ve planned a nature sanctuary visit on our last day together. The place is large,
flat, and stark, broken apart into sections by varying vegetation. It seems that all
except insects have vacated it, but slowly cows, goats, horses, and a thousand
birds make themselves known. We drive from spot to spot, getting out to sit on the
hood of the car in each. It sounds pre-human, rustling leaves and bugs, deep cow
moans, horses’ hooves on stone. There is birdsong everywhere.
When the sun’s heat shifts from nurturing to unbearable, I ask, “Time to move
on?”
My sister nods.
“Look at the dogs,” she says as we drive past the ranger’s cabin on the way to the
exit.
I stop in the middle of the road. Three large, scruffy dogs are on the porch. They’re
all lying down with heads on front paws, looking like the essences of dogs.
“They seem sad,” I say.
“They’re sanctuary dogs,” my sister says. “They’re all tough neediness. They’re
alright.”
One stands suddenly, muscular and intimidating. It takes an impressive leap off
the porch and heads toward us, running full-bore. The others scramble to follow
their leader. Time slows enough to hear claws against wood.
“Go!” my sister shouts. “Go-go-go-go-GO!!!”
I press the gas pedal to the floor and, because the dog seems to be aiming for it,
simultaneously roll up the back window. I’m aware that the car is stuck in place—
tires spinning, rocks and dirt kicked up and tossed asunder—but then there is the
lurch of movement. I look at the passenger side mirror and see the lead dog floating in the air. But I’m already gone. It stumbles only slightly when impacting with
the dirt road. The other dogs catch up. It takes us a quarter-mile to finally lose the
fast and tough trinity.
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I pull over more than a safe distance outside of the exit. Wordlessly, my sister
and I exit the car and then begin speaking at the same time, over each other, not
hearing the other but that seeming beside the point.
My sister gets the first full sentence in. “I’m glad we didn’t get hurt,” she says. “Or
kill a sanctuary dog.”
I drive back to Santa Fe and we spend the rest of the day wandering downtown.
We stop in small galleries and look at a numbing amount of horse paintings. We
buy books. We eat pizza on a rooftop that has beautiful ropes of light bulbs strung
above us. We’re there at dusk and the bulbs hiss to life as the sun slowly sets. The
streams of light interact to create a glow that surrounds us. I cheat and order a
half-pepperoni pizza and even as I’m sure my sister won’t join me in this carnivorous indulgence, she grabs a slice as soon as the pie is dropped on the table. We
split a pitcher of beer. We don’t talk about what will happen in the morning.
§
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Screen Will Not Stop Person From Falling by Janet McNally
What if the best way to love something
is never to have it? I can’t even say
I’ve let go. I have played at helium, rising above
the typical air. I’ve broken.
But lately, I want something
to hold me back, even if I can’t
see it. Even if it’s not guaranteed.
See: I can spell out most words
with my fingers; I can make you a message
with my teeth. But biting leads to blood
and there are sharks in the water.
I’ve never wanted to see you
just bones. Even now, I believe the world
will save me if I ask it to, pull me
back from the edge just before
I fall. So think of the end, how
the dust of us will shimmer
in whatever’s left of the universe.
How we’ll make ourselves
back into stars.
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The Acolyte by Brendan Kiernan
Tapper walks into a bar in 2002. Dusk. Reflected sunset off bottles, mirrors, and
polished brass. He told me this.
—With my luck, of course I check my junk first and there it is. But when I click,
more bad luck—turns out I’m wrong, it really is junk (broken porn link). I don’t want
to stress so I take an Ambien. After an hour I take another. When I wake up it’s dark
outside but the apartment is lit up. Lamps, overheads, hallway, bathroom, kitchen.
Robin Byrd on mute. CDs on the floor and speakers buzzing. Phone’s off the hook. I
hit redial and someone yells at me in Korean. I have to piss. When I come out I see
papers slipped under the door. There’s three of them. One’s from the neighbor—did I
tell you about her, the girl from when I was locked out?—and she’s politely telling me to
shut it, Please understand, the walls are so thin… Best, Mopsy. The second one’s a Kang
Ho menu they wrote FUCK YOU on. Last one’s the kicker. It’s from them, the Society.
A brochure the same as in the subway but this one’s got a note stapled to it, says my
email bounced, and this is a special delivery since I missed the last newcomers
meeting—which is true, I choked. This time is different. That’s why I’m here now—it’s
tonight, at the three-dollar theater, after the last showing. Gangs of New York (saw it,
it sucks). The Society must rent the space during off hours. The last meeting, the one
I missed, was at the VFW. Tonight I took a pill—just for calm—and forced myself out
early. It’s doing nothing, except I can’t stop talking. Sorry about that but you’re like a
friend to me, you and Alice both. So thank you, I trust my luck better with someone
having my back. If anything weird happens I can check with you in real time. I can just
say to you, or Alice, There’s a cockroach on my keyboard and I think I can hear its footsteps
coming through the speakers, is this true?, but for anything that might happen here,
tonight, and you can walk me through it, at least until I go to the meeting. We good?
Thanks. And thanks for the beer, too. These are great. I didn’t drink beer in college
because it was that Natural Lite shit although maybe I was unlucky (which could
change, we’ll see). Hey, where’s Alice, she out back again?
—OK, OK….But let me ask you something—what do you think about the Society? I’ll tell you what, they’re not “ghosts,” like Alice says. I’ve been reading their shit.
It’s much more substantial. I mean, for the individual. I admit you wouldn’t want to
bring it to politics but, the way this city is going, I wouldn’t be surprised if we all needed them eventually. A way to see things more clearly, to get ahead of the curve. I was
thinking about all this as I got ready tonight—scrubbed hard in the shower, squeezed
my blackheads, even trimmed my neck hair with a straight edge and two mirrors. And
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yes, I could see my reflection in both of them, too—I remember what you said last time,
ha!, that I was looking like a vampire lately, and then Alice, fucking Alice, coming from
the back with the garlic around her neck. What’s she doing out there now, fixing a
wooden stake for me?
—OK. Why don’t I go back to what I was saying? Right before I left I go for one
last check in the mirror, and I remember some things from the Society’s brochure. One
is Transformation without Trying, and another’s You Must Keep Looking. So I look in
the mirror and wait. But nothing changes. Until it does. Maybe it was the pill, right,
but not just that, because I’m seeing other shit besides me. Let me explain—I’m seeing
tonight, now, the whole night, in front of me. Seriously. The future. Everything was
locked in—you know in The Godfather when he comes out of the bathroom and the
trains are screaming and it’s going to go down—it’s that real, and this is what I see.
I’m in the three-dollar theater. I hear feedback from the speakers and realize I’m not
alone. There’s a podium on stage in front of the screen, and someone on their knees
behind it. I see a hand reach up and grab the microphone neck, which makes more
feedback. There’s wires duct-taped to the stage floor and Xs marking spots. It smells
like Lysol and popcorn and sweat. The stage is curved toward the seats, and there’s a
velvet curtain, and the whole scene is wobbling like the theater’s not sure whether to
change into the big black box it is in real life.
—One thing I need to get back to—and this will tie it together—is the girl next
door. You know, from when I got locked out? This scene you can touch, by the way,
not like me and the mirror and the future of tonight. Only I can touch that. So two
weeks ago, more luck—key breaks off inside the lock, and the super already hates me
so I stand there like an ass waiting for time to go backwards. Her door is right next to
mine and I can hear music, trance or techno or whatever. I’m nervous about knocking
because I’m a man, she’s a woman, we’re alone, what if I freak her out? It’s creepy,
some guy knocking on your door with a bullshit story and half a key. But I knock. The
music stops. Peephole slides. She says Yeah? I tell her I’m locked out and hold the key
up to the lens, can she call a locksmith please? She says, Why are you shouting? I
don’t know the answer. I have to get to work, I tell her. She says, That’s better, hold on
a sec. I hear the chain unclasp and footsteps. When she opens the door she’s holding
the Yellow Pages. Come in if you want, she says, so I go in. Her apartment’s a lot nicer
than mine, and not only because of the feminine touch, or hygiene. It’s more like she’s
in a different building entirely. There’s more light, and it’s higher quality light, too, air
from the top of a mountain. She hands me the phone. It’s not until the third entry that
a locksmith picks up, bitching at me about cash only, cash only. The whole time she’s
on her laptop at the kitchen counter. All profile. Beautiful. I say Thanks and offer to
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leave but she says, It’s OK if you want to wait. Then she makes this sales floor sweep
with her arm toward a coffee table, where she’s got magazines fanned out. Of course
I fantasize but there’s no vibe and—let’s be honest, I wouldn’t recognize it anyway and
that’s why I’m here right now. I was terrified, shaking inside at…I don’t know what, possibly nothing. Not changing. Just sitting there with her profile. Or skin, I was afraid of
skin, just the thought of touching someone else. It’s impossible. So that’s that, I thank
her again and leave. The door bolts right away. Haven’t seen her since, only hear the
music through the walls now and then.
—Almost time. But before I go, there was a little bit more in the mirror. I mean
even before the theater and the mic feedback and the person on their knees. There
was now. I saw now. Same kind of thing—this bar is this bar, but not exactly. Alice
comes from the back and she’s got the garlic around her neck again. But, pot-kettle, I
can’t see her reflection behind the bottles. She tells me about a bonfire at the beach.
It’s weird I never think about the ocean being so close, I should really visit. She says
the bonfire was after a parade, and there were lots of people on the boardwalk and
sparklers and mermaid costumes and squeezeboxes, a ukulele player kissing a mime,
cigarette butts in sand, and all this other shit that you had to be there for. I try to think
of something to say. She shrugs and goes out back. You replace her. I start telling you
about the theater that isn’t the theater even though I haven’t gotten to that part of the
vision yet. Shit, now I’m talking “visions.” Someone’s sweeping in the lobby, but it’s too
dark to see up there. And the dark is dark in the same way the light was light in her
apartment. It’s not my dark, I can’t get to it. Listen, I have to go. If I wait any longer I
won’t. Thanks, you have no idea.
I watched Tapper leave. Reflected sunlight had fled. Alice emerged, and I nodded for her to take my place. I trailed him for two blocks, then took an alternate route
in order to arrive at the side entrance. The seats were empty. Way back in the dark, at
the lobby threshold, someone swept. The floor was sticky with spun sugar and there
was a smell of electrical burning. The lobby door opened as I stepped to the lectern.
I tapped the microphone once and felt the odd satisfaction of its humming. She led
him down the aisle—beautiful indeed—and, when she made that sweeping gesture
toward a front row seat, he looked as if he would laugh, but caught himself and sat
down. He studied the floor as I began: So, you’ve finally come.
§
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Poetry by McClain Jeffrey Moredock

Thought for Food

In Remission

couldn’t sleep
got up
wrote short poem
thought
need a snack
balled up poem
ate it

every day
a gift
i rise
and rip
the wrapper
off
the present
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East Germany is Not a Country but SoHo is the Center
of the World by Karen Lillis
The cover charge at the bar door took a swift twenty dollars out of our wallets. We
crossed the wooden threshold and I felt the thrill of the night travel up my spine, or
maybe it was fear. It was a quick sensation that wasn’t unconnected to trading a
twenty dollar bill for passage through a particular doorway. I looked at my friends’
faces and saw their sturdy confidence as they surveyed the room and the evening
ahead, and I imagined that they had already forgotten about the twenty dollar
pinch. I could have told them if they’d asked that twenty dollars pinched a lot more
on the banks of the East River than it did along the James. If I’d learned one thing
since moving north, it was that money flowed in one direction here: once it was
gone, it wasn’t turning up again lightly. To me this evening’s surcharge was only
worth it as a calculated gamble, and I was looking for a guaranteed return.
The room was wall to wall people. Wall to wall beautiful people. Lights sparkled
off of glass table tops, off ice piled high in low-balls, off mirrors lining the walls.
The hard-working bartenders made quick, choppy sounds while everyone else
seemed to glide in languid gestures, react in slow motion. You had to move
through a solid wall of bodies if you wanted to get from one spot to another. A
cloud of bright smoke enshrouded everyone’s faces, swirled just above their heads.
Suzanne stepped first into the throng, creating a modest wake for June and me to
follow. She walked up to a broody Roman-nosed fellow, and soon the four of us
were dissecting Cindy Sherman and Nan Goldin; wondering which came first, The
Crying Game or Lyle Ashton Harris. It began a long round of permutations. June
and I got into a conversation about oil stick drawings with an animated guy from
Berlin who was an art assistant to Francesco Clemente. Suzanne and I met two
Romanians who worked at a pizza place and were collaborating on photographic murals while June was hitting it off with an art mover from Jamaica. A painter
just back from a job in Amsterdam raved to me and June about the hashish
and the Van Goghs. A photographer from Syracuse described his favorite O.
Winston Link train photos to me when he found out I was from Virginia. I stared
around the room while June and Suzanne indulged a windbag from Woodhaven
who was employed at a Varick Street print shop. June sat down and smoked as
Suzanne and I chatted with a box office clerk from Film Forum who said he could
definitely get us in for free. As midnight neared, Suzanne was in the back of the
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room wrapped around a Pearl Paint security guard from the Bronx. They were
holding up the wall near the door to the bathrooms, except sometimes when June
and I lost sight of them for a while. When the clock struck twelve, we kissed each
other Happy New Year, me and June, because the freelance art hangers we were
getting along with had left to find drinks and never made it back to us. We danced
a little, inside the bright noise and the cheer of champagne. The night, we knew,
was still young.

*
“What’s your accent?” he asked me in a thick Eastern European accent. “You
don’t sound like New York.”
I was talking to someone alone for the first time that night, though I could see
June’s shiny black bob reflected in the mirrored wall we were standing next to.
“I don’t have an accent,” I insisted.
“Everyone hazz accent.”
“Then you tell me, smarty. What’s my accent?”
“Mmmm…., Connect-icut.” He pronounced all the Cs. “You’re from Hart-ford.”
“Good one. NO.” He was way off, which made me feel cocky. “What about you?
You’re...new to New York—?” As soon as the words were out of my mouth, they
sounded clumsy, more condescending than I meant.
“I’ve been here—four months,” he said, a little on the defensive.
“So you’re from...across the water. Where’d you move from?”
“Ah, you have a good ear. I come from the exotic far land of—Atlantic City.”
His wry joke made me choke my drink. When I stopped coughing the bourbon
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out of my lungs, he continued. “Where do you think I’m from? Can you guess my
country?”
I looked him right in the face. He wasn’t afraid to return my gaze, and I looked
away before he did. Where I came from, it was impolite to stare.
“Ahhh….Czechoslovakia!” Prague was my back-up plan, since some of my best
friends who weren’t still in Virginia had moved there last May.
“No.” He took a swig of his beer, looking a bit triumphant. “Second guess.”
“Mmmm, East Germany?”
“Not a country. One more guess.”
“Shit. Hungary?”
“I’m sorry miss, we have beautiful gifts for you on the way off the show.”

*
June slid up on the banquette behind me and scratched her nails lightly across my
back like tapping at a closed door. I pulled myself away from my Polish man’s lips
and turned my head to her. She motioned for me to slide in her direction, but I only
moved as far as the length of his arm. She cupped her hands and whispered into
the side of my head. “Lovergirl, I gotta take Suzanne home. She’s three sheets.” I could
feel her rings on the edge of my ear. “Are you ok if I leave you here?”
I smiled at her and nodded. “Yeah, I’ll be alright.” I threaded my fingers through
Poland’s hand on my hip. It was hard to pull my thoughts away from him, but I
tried for June’s sake. “Do you have the key?” I remembered to ask.
“Oh, I’m fine, hon. I’ve got your address right here, I’ve got the key, I’m gonna hail
a ride right outside that door.”
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Poland was tracing shapes on the inside of my palm with two fingers.
June whispered to me again, taking pains that he couldn’t hear her. “Lovergirl, I’m
serious. Do you have cab money, or is he going to walk you home? Is he a good one?”
I loved June. I wished her well, and Suzanne. I wished them well all the way back
to Richmond, sooner than later. With my free hand, I squeezed hers. “June, there’s
almost nothing in the fridge, but it’s yours. Eat anything. I think there’s still some
Orangina. Make sure Suzanne drinks a lot of liquid.” I’m f-ii-ne, I mouthed to her.
June made one pointed look in Poland’s direction, sizing him up but with more
discretion than Suzanne would have. One foot on the ground, she mouthed to me
from behind her hand. As she started to back away, I felt Poland’s fingers slide
under my knee, and pull gently, like a hook.
§
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Mundane Tales of White Privilege by Michael T. Fournier
Streetlight glare on the riot cop’s hard plastic facemask obscured his features, but I
heard him just fine when he yelled DO YOU WANT TO GET YOUR ASS KICKED?
But I should back up.
I was a big baseball fan as a kid. Then I discovered punk rock, went to college and
eschewed sports as “not punk.” This wasn’t difficult to do, given the state of Boston’s
teams throughout the early- to mid-nineties.
After college I moved to the city and started working in restaurants. I spent three and
a half years at a hip Newbury Street eatery which played every ballgame on its twin
television sets.
I had forgotten how much I loved baseball.
My re-immersion in the sport coincided with epic Red Sox/Yankees clashes. I was
telling a table the restaurant would close promptly at one no matter the outcome
of game seven of 2003’s ALCS when Aaron Boone clobbered Tim Wakefield’s flat
knuckleball. I was having lunch between shifts of a double when Jason Varitek stuffed
his glove down Alex Rodriguez’s gullet.
I don’t remember how many people came to my house in 2004 to watch game seven. I remember faces, certainly, and a wave of friends arriving as the game ended. I
remember one of my coworkers asking if I was crying. And I remember the post-game
news showing images of Kenmore Square flooding with fans.
We’re going, someone said.
When the Patriots won their first Super Bowl two years earlier, my roommate and I
walked down the middle of Commonwealth Avenue, high-fiving every car on both
sides of us. He wound up atop a bus and got a ride home from strangers who gave
him Bud Lights. I found an unopened bottle of champagne in a bush in front of the
Capital Grille.
That night in 2004, we walked down, five of us.
And we were all pretty impaired. I should mention this. Like, fucked up.
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Sidewalks jammed with people flowed tributary style into the heart of Kenmore
Square, with high-fives and Yankees Suck cheers and shirtless dudes atop lampposts
and in trees shotgunning domestic macros.
Holy shit, I thought, looking around, walking aimlessly. This is amazing. I’ve wanted to
see the Sox beat the Yankees as long as I can remember. And they did it. They did it.
I could faintly hear my friends in the background saying Mike, what are you doing?
But I was so caught up I didn’t pay much attention.
I turned all around, witnessing people on fire escapes, in windows, on roofs.
I walked into something hard and spun around.
A row of cops in riot gear, shields up.
“Oh,” I said. “Sorry.” I pointed behind them. “Can I go over there?”
The cop I bumped into yelled WHAT THE FUCK DO YOU THINK?
Then: DO YOU WANT TO GET YOUR ASS KICKED?
“No sir,” I said. “I do not.”
THEN GET THE FUCK OUT OF HERE.
“Okay,” I said, turning and walking away from them.
No cop had ever cussed at me before. That was something.
I had to find my friends.
Waves of people began running towards me.
I stood my ground, watching them pass.
Why was I crying again?
I noticed everyone else was crying, too.
Tear gas.
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Later, I found out Victoria Snelgrove was killed not far from where we congregated.
I turned and followed the cresting wave of crowd to the opposite side of the square on
the outbound side of Commonwealth Ave.
Train tracks and metal fencing separated the two sides of the road.
I think I found Ned first.
“Dude,” he said. “What were you doing?”
“I wasn’t paying attention.”
We met two of the remaining three. I called and texted the fifth, my roommate, who
didn’t answer.
We assumed he went back home.
As we walked down Comm Ave we watched cops, lined in a row with their shields,
push everyone out of Kenmore Square, block after block. Kids yelled, threw bottles. I
can’t remember anyone getting hurt. Then again, through dumb luck I was separated
from the push by the fence. We were on the spectator side.
My roommate made it safely home, we discovered.
The four of us stayed up until the sun rose, listening to sports talk radio hosts reading
New York City tabloid headlines like “The Choke’s On Us.”
*
College in New Hampshire, during the years when Lookout! pop-punk reigned
supreme.
One night me and a friend—also named Mike—walked downtown to the convenience
store for cigarettes and snacks. We were both a pack a day, at least. If there was
a plan, it probably involved an extensive VHS library of Simpsons episodes and/or
scheming about our little photocopied fanzine.
We wore black motorcycle jackets of the sort favored by the Ramones, Screeching
Weasel, and the Queers. I stashed a box of my favorite gummy candy inside mine.
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We were within sight of the ten-floor dorm we both lived in when we heard a
commotion behind us, and the order to freeze.
I couldn’t help but smile. Who says “freeze,” anyway?
We turned to find three uniformed police officers staring us down. One, a woman,
held a giant mag light on us. Two men, maybe a few years older than us, stood in
front of her.
Both me and Mike were taller than the cops, and cigarette skinny.
“Hands over your head,” one of the men said.
We did as we were told.
“What’s this about?”
“Where are you coming from?”
“We just went to Store 24,” I said, dropping one hand to open my jacket.
The small cop’s hand fell to the butt of his gun. “HANDS OVER YOUR HEAD!”
“Dude,” I said. “I have a box of candy in my jacket.”
The other male cop used his baton to open my jacket, where my candy, as advertised,
jutted from the inside pocket.
*
I saved up and went to Europe for three and a half weeks in 2002.
My return flight departed from Gatwick.
At the security check, the middle-aged British woman asked if I had anything on the
list of hazardous items.
The list was standard fare, but included car batteries, for some reason. I thought this
was absurd. Did people really try to smuggle car batteries on flights?
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“I guess I better leave my car battery here,” I said.
She scowled. “Are you sure you want to joke about that?”
“I don’t have a car battery,” I said.
She waved me through.
*
My wife and I both travel a little bit, but not always together.
For a long time, Bec’s trips found me trying to ease the ache of absence with the salve
of shitty bachelor food: frozen pizza, Chinese chicken fingers, crunchy Cheez Doodles.
Inevitably, I felt awful.
I went to a writing conference and Bec cooked salmon in my absence, a treat for her
because I’m not a big fan of that fish. I now follow her lead and buy healthy(ish) food
she doesn’t dig.
When Bec visited friends for the night, I drove to Northampton, hit the dispensary,
and then went to Whole Foods and picked up a half-pound of scallops.
I’ve been drinking a lot of water since I had kidney stones a few years back, sometimes
to my detriment—at least once a week I overdo it before I go out and find myself on
the front step, dancing a piss jig while I look for my keys so I can get inside and pee.
I don’t always make it.
Like when I pulled into my space, stage left in an enormous lot behind our place,
vacant save for a dilapidated cinder block garage.
The sky faded to twilight. I popped the trunk and retrieved my handled Whole
Foods grocery bag. It was mostly full of bougie groceries, my dispensary bag on top.
I should’ve peed at Whole Foods, at least preemptively. As I drove the windy roads
back to Belchertown, I felt my bladder protesting.I didn’t think I could make it home
in time, so I dropped the bag behind my car and ran to the back of the cinder block
garage where I peed on the wall. I did this once a week, probably.
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I finished, zipped up and came around to see a cruiser pull in next to my car, and the
shopping bag.
Blue lights, brights.
I was getting busted for peeing in public. Indecent exposure.
Would I have to register as a sex offender?
How could I teach if I had to register?
I couldn’t see because of the cop’s brights. I lifted my hands and stood still, waiting.
A silhouette walked towards me. I could see a moustache under a hat.
IS THIS YOUR PROPERTY?
“No, sir,” I said, pointing to my apartment. “I live there.” I told him my address and my
landlord’s name.
SO YOU PARK HERE.
“Yes, sir.”
If he asked what I was doing behind the garage I couldn’t lie–my pee was still drying
on the garage wall.
I tried not to stare at the Whole Foods bag.
DID YOU SEE A CAR FULL OF MEXICANS?
“No, sir,” I said. “I just got back.”
ALL RIGHT, he said, and returned to his car. He pulled out of the driveway.
I picked up my bag and walked around the block to my apartment.

§
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What is the most venomous animal? by Janet McNally
When I dream the poison
it’s green, absinthe
in a crystal glass. Or safe
inside the moon-globe
of a box jellyfish,
looping a slow orbit
through the Pacific, looking
for me. Urchin-breath
and rattlesnake tongues, forked
like a memory:
Pain holds you
to the earth. Grief
lets you go. I dip my leg
into saltwater, and when
the sting comes, I think
of stonefish, cone snails, lapisblue frogs. Antidote
is a failed sun, venom
its corona. We tried,
you’ll say, but there just
wasn’t time.
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